PAINFUL ETERNITY LATER, PAULA SLOWLY REGAINS CONSCIOUSNESS, THE THROBBINGS IN HER HEAD ONLY CONFIRMING HER SUDDEN HELPlessness...

...FEEL LIKE I WAS HIT WITH A LEAD PIPE.

W-WHAT'S GOING ON, DOCTOR SEEBER?

MY DEAR, I WAS GOING TO ASK YOU THE SAME QUESTION.

HOW DID A REPORTER FROM THE DAILY GAZETTE GET INTO MY SECRET LABORATORY? DOES ANYONE KNOW YOU'RE HERE?
EVEYONE ON THE PAPER WILL KNOW HOW YOU'VE CORRUPTED TECHNOLOGY FOR YOUR OWN PERSONAL GAINS...

SO YOU'RE ON YOUR OWN...

I'LL NEVER LET YOU GET AWAY WITH THIS! IT'S MURDER!

MRRPHH!

SADLY, THE NEURON TRANSFER IS EXTREMELY PAINFUL...

MRRPHH! MRRPHH! MF!

...AND I CAN'T HAVE YOU ATTRACTING ATTENTION!

I DON'T KNOW WHAT PAULA WAS LOOKING FOR, BUT IT'S BEEN TWO HOURS, AND THIS CAN MEAN ONLY ONE THING...

...SHE'S IN TROUBLE...
INSIDE, PAULA TUSS DESPERATELY ON THE THICK LEATHER STRAPS HOLDING HER BODY AGAINST DOCTOR SEIBER'S FiENDISH DEVICE...

YOU NEEDN'T STRUGGLE SO MUCH, MY DEAD GIRL! THIS WILL ALL BE OVER SOON...

YOUR NEURAL NETWORK WILL BECOME THE ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE OF MY LATEST ROBOT, AND AS A ROBOT, YOUR CONSCIOUSNESS WILL LIVE FOR ETERNITY...

...FORCED TO OBEY MY EVERY COMMAND!
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